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An Approach toward a Framework of Design Guidelines for Urban Settlements

The Urban fabrics of some cities are being moulded through the accumulation and integration of many 
individual and small group behaviours, governed by the surrounding environment, cultural traditions, socio-
political and economic forces over long periods of time. These urban fabrics are created over the course of 
time by the juxtaposition of multiple, systemic, complex layers of tangible and intangible aspects. 
Consequently, it is clear that the examination, comprehension and diagnosis of problems within the urban 
fabrics of such cities have always been complex processes throughout history.
Primary formations of these urban fabrics should be based on flexible visions, and then subsequent 
transformations should evolve from flexible interpretations of these visions over the years. 
One problem is the absence of visions for some communities in the primary formation of their urban fabrics 
and development processes. Another problem is that transformations of urban fabrics take place in the 
absence of regulations or in the presence of inconsistent and contradictory ones, the result is an “urban 
disorder phenomenon” apparent on different scales within cities. These transformations may happen within 
already existing cities, newly-developed cities and even cities in the planning process. 
Planning, Urban Design and Building Regulations in these cities are either absent or rigid, so these 
regulations are not flexible enough for inevitable transformations. Regulations should comprise guidelines-
design guidelines that influence the formation and transformation of a city based on the primary flexible 
vision.
Presently, Design Guidelines are meant to provoke a re-thinking of how cities are designed, and how to 
meet sustainability objectives for the transformations of cities.

Hypothesis:
Setting Urban Design Guidelines is a scientific and practical method for the achievement of a desired 
vision for the planned built environment.

Objective:
The objective of the research is to work out an approach of a methodology for setting design guidelines for 
a planned built environment.

Methodology:
The paper starts out by an introductory section, pointing out problems that arise within the structures of 
different urban fabrics in Cairo, in addition to examining reasons for the occurrence of such problems. It 
then moves on to explain the meaning of Design Guidelines, elucidating their different levels (Regional 
Planning Guidelines, City Planning Guidelines, Urban Design Guidelines, Architectural Design Guidelines, 
Landscape Design Guidelines and Interior Design Guidelines). The paper then explains the meaning of 
Design Guidelines for different kinds of Urban Settlements, thus tackling areas in the planning process 
(new areas), areas in the development process (existing new urban settlements), areas that are already 
developed and areas with specific typomorphological characteristics.
Afterwards, an approach of a methodology for setting Design Guidelines for planned built environments is 
worked out, comprising items such as Intent, Plan, Standards and Design Guidelines. Thus, emphasizing, 
the significance of built environment regulations and codes.
This methodology serves as a “kit of parts” (tools kit) for evaluating development proposals for new areas 
and re-development proposals, acting as a guide for making decisions about public and private 
improvements within certain districts. Thus, Urban Design Guidelines will ensure that each incremental site 
design, architectural and streetscape project contributes to a positive image for the city.

A. INTRODUCTION:

A. INTRODUCTION
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An Approach toward a Framework of Design Guidelines for Urban Settlements

Lack of consistency in urban space elements, in building typologies, in forms, shapes, colours, materials…
results in a confusion of urban and architectural characters that, in turn, cause serious visual pollution 
problems, represented in chaotic physical appearances of urban spaces and the walls shaping them (i.e. the 
buildings). Observers of the urban environment are visually abused through repulsive, odd masses and 
forms standing side-by-side in the same entourage, causing perplexity and a blur of the physical image, 
disrupting the purity of the vision, and ultimately obscuring the perception of beauty, harmony and comfort. 
Regarding the built environment, visual pollution is the absence of aesthetic standards within urban spaces, 
resulting in negative influences on people’s actions, behaviours and cultural backgrounds.

Taking Cairo as an example, it is noticed that already developed areas, which once possessed clear 
typomorphological characteristics and historical backgrounds- such as the downtown area and Heliopolis-
have deteriorated greatly. The phenomenon of “Urban Disorder” is apparent through the loss of path 
identities within urban settlements: pedestrian pathways and vehicle roads are interweaved with each other, 
movement patterns and activities are perplexed and main routes are cut off amid major cross-circulation 
obstacles. Visual perception of the linear route is almost non-existent due to repelling architectural 
characters of buildings, missing orientation elements and characteristic landmarks. In addition, 
relationships between buildings- the walls defining the linear space- and streets are very weak: some 
buildings are inclined on the street line, others are parallel; some are deeply set back, others lie exactly on 
the street edge. Vehicle bridges penetrate right through residential areas, parking lots are very scarce, trees 
and street furniture are treated as trivial details, and building entrances are poorly defined: found with great 
difficulty in many cases. Urban disorder problems are also evident due to great variations of building 
heights, vertical extensions by temporary constructions and storeys that have no visual or architectural 
connection with the existing constructions. Visual pollution prevails among urban masses; different foreign 
elements are added on top of buildings, between buildings, on building façades; ground-floor shops are 
extended in an informal manner, interrupting pedestrian sidewalks; leading to the formation of alien masses 
made up of haphazard additions and accumulations. Furthermore, when adding new buildings, the scales, 
proportions and architectural styles of neighbouring façades are completely disregarded. Thus, a sort of 
confusion of external spaces results from these chaotic behaviours and the sustainability of such valuable 
areas is threatened. In addition, garbage and waste materials cover vast areas of pathways, courtyards and 
rooftops of buildings. There is an extensive overload on public utilities: lack of parking places, overly-
saturated streets, lack of open spaces and green areas, as well as the existence of very few pedestrian zones.
Land-uses and activities are confused (such as the institution of “polluting” industrial activities within 
residential areas). Green areas that act as breathing spaces within dense urban agglomerations are almost 
non-existent. Street furniture elements: - seats, light poles, signs, waste-paper-baskets…- are almost always 
missing. When they do exist, they are arranged randomly, having no relationships with each other. 
Advertisement panels act as distracting elements within urban spaces, causing confusion and visual 
pollution problems. Lack of maintenance and pulling down old historical buildings contribute greatly to the 
transformation and deterioration of the urban pattern. Urban fabrics are unclear and blurred due to the 
absence of distinguishing characters and attributes; in addition to overlooking the development of 
transitional areas between distinct urban fabrics leading to chaotic meeting points that contribute to visual 
pollution problems.

B. PROBLEM DEFINITION:

B. PROBLEM DEFINITION
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An Approach toward a Framework of Design Guidelines for Urban Settlements

Another problem that affects cities is that new urban settlements- still in the process of development-
deteriorate during their growth, advancing in the wrong direction. The result is a cluttered built 
environment with no semblance of a street wall, no special architectural style and no typomorphological 
configuration governing internal organization. The problem is that within these new settlements it is 
difficult to achieve urban coherence and capability of adapting to changing conditions. Thus, sustainability 
of such an urban environment is almost impossible. These new cities deteriorate during their first years of 
development due to the absence of an overall vision. In addition, a state of urban chaos exists due to the 
almost missing guidelines in the form of regulations related to buildings and open spaces. Visual aspects 
are absent from some urban settlements that have been initially planned according to specific densities, 
which are afterwards abruptly changed because building regulations are modified. These impulsive actions 
play a major role in transforming such urban settlements into deteriorated areas closer in their 
characteristics to informal settlements. This, in turn, results in serious visual pollution problems. Urban 
spaces are monotonous and are not changed in scales, proportions or forms according to different functions 
and activities; in addition to the neglect of landscaping elements and street furniture. In most cases, 
materials and colours used in buildings do not match with each other- for the same building or for a group 
of neighbouring buildings- in addition to their incompatibility with climatic conditions eventually leading to 
fading colours and damaged materials.

This is just a glimpse of some of the obstacles facing our urban communities; following are images 
supporting the problem definition.

Figure (01) Images showing the phenomenon of “Urban disorder” within old and new settlements:
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An Approach toward a Framework of Design Guidelines for Urban Settlements

*Guideline: guidance relative to setting standards or determining a course of action;
a rule or principle that provides guidance to appropriate behavior.
Code: A systematically arranged and comprehensive collection of laws;
a systematic collection of regulations and rules of procedure or conduct.
Coding is to systematize and arrange laws and regulations into a code.
Therefore, a Code must be a Guideline for the built environment designer, but guidelines are not necessarily codes.
Meaning that, codes are rigid rules and are not flexible, while Guidelines are guiding rules and are flexible.

“Design Guidelines are a necessity for planned urban environments…”

They are the natural result of dissecting instinctive and inherent types, behaviours and structures within the 
surrounding environment.

It is believed that in order to cure Urban Disorder problems and to help immunize the built environment 
from their occurrence in the first place, it is inevitable to follow a scientific and practical methodology that 
comprises an Intent and a Plan; Standards and Guidelines; and finally Implementation Mechanisms. It 
is worth pointing out that these steps take into consideration sustainability forces and the participation of all 
concerned parties (the public, the direct users, the municipalities…). Thus, Urban Design Guidelines are 
part of a whole.

The flexibility of Guidelines reflects the flexibility of the vision itself and vice versa. In order for this 
vision to be ultimately fulfilled, a group of steps must be formulated and organized, allowing for the 
designation of the role of guidelines within the urban environment as regards to development and building 
processes. The following diagram elucidates the above-indicated steps which may be applied on any scale 
from Regional Planning to Urban Design:

Concerning the urban/ built environment, a vision- possessing physical and non-physical qualities- must be 
perceived for a specific area. The vision is the aspired atmosphere, whose core is where Guidelines arise. 
The Intent puts in plain words the vision desired for a specific area, explaining its physical and non-
physical aspects. It is the aspired expression that should be flexible, but at the same time particular and 
subjective. The vision may partly be determined in collaboration with the people living in a certain area: -
Public Participation- through workshops hosted by their official representative body. This may be achieved 
through a Visual Preference Survey that uses a scoring system, which assists in the determination of 
people’s preferences and helps in the definition of a certain vision with clear objectives. Then the Plan
follows, which is the scheme that translates the intent through a precise strategy, as well as drawings and 
illustrations. Standards are derived from the components of the plan and intent, containing sustainability 
principles and defining the level of quality of plan implementation. Guidelines* are set from the plan, 
flowing from design principles, reflecting the standards and helping in the achievement of the intent. 

C. WHAT IS THE MEANING OF DESIGN GUIDELINES?

C. WHAT IS THE MEANING OF DESIGN 
GUIDELINES?
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Figure (02) Diagram elucidating the 
methodological steps for curing Urban 
disorder Problems
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An Approach toward a Framework of Design Guidelines for Urban Settlements

They are basically specific rules resulting from the analysis of existing forms and structures within the 
built/ urban environment, acting as Design Review Criteria on different levels. They are not intended to 
restrict imagination or variety in design. On the contrary, it is through their provision of determinants and 
constraints for a planner/ designer that the problem-solving process results in an innovative and creative 
product. Guidelines may never be formulated by one planner alone… They are formulated for the aim of 
organizing and putting in order any existing structure within diverse disciplines. In other words, Guidelines 
provide the basis for organization.

Thus, the Vision, the Plan, the Standards, the Principles, and the Guidelines- all together- are a 
comprehensive operation that provides a necessary point of beginning for any project; in addition, the 
continued efforts of citizens, selected officials, developers, municipal engineers are important for 
translating the vision into reality, within organized Implementation Mechanisms set according to the kind 
of development. These Implementation Mechanisms involve a group of systematized procedures starting 
from the design which is initially created by the designer. After fulfilling submittal requirements, the design 
undergoes a thorough review process carried out by a special committee made up of the owner-
representative, consultants and assigned specialists. In this case, Guidelines act as design review criteria for 
the evaluation and assessment of proposed development projects, addressing the quality of the built/ urban 
environment. Working within zoning bylaws and other requirements, Guidelines are meant to articulate and 
clarify the suitable environment of site design and built form in order to achieve public interest in design. In 
many cases, these kinds of developments require planning approvals, and Guidelines will serve as useful 
tools in the review and approval of planning applications. Construction is then taken up by contractors and 
is monitored by means of an agency made up of the owner representative, consultants and assigned 
specialists. Corresponding to these procedures, are re-zoning and site-plan processes including 
supplementary materials that highlight sustainability principles- social/ economic/ environmental- as well 
as legal matters: zoning ordinances, building by-laws, specific regulations…etc. This is done with the aim 
of securing design implementation as well as updating issues complying with any changes that may occur, 
without violating legal processes.

D. LEVELS OF GUIDELINES:

Regarding the built environment, Guidelines are designated on several levels of perception: Regional 
Planning Guidelines, City Planning Guidelines, Urban Design Guidelines, Architectural Design Guidelines, 
Landscape Design Guidelines and Interior Design Guidelines. Guidelines may be classified into Planning 
Guidelines (from regional plan to city plan and may reach the settlement plan) and Design Guidelines 
(urban design/ architectural design/ interior design/ object design). In general, Guidelines produced on a 
higher planning level are binding for the following lower planning levels.

I. Regional Planning Guidelines:
They address regional issues (landscape planning, rural planning…)
Regional Planning Guidelines include environmental protection and sustainability measures, providing 
criteria for regional development decisions. They are used as a basis for the approvals of city plans within 
the same region.

C. WHAT IS THE MEANING OF DESIGN 
GUIDELINES?
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II. City Planning Guidelines: 
While the official plan of a city seeks to direct growth city-wide, Guidelines seek to manage change, thus 
addressing the quality of life. The process of managing change is different in different parts of the City 
because some areas have greater or lesser capacities to accommodate growth. On the City level, Guidelines 
act as criteria for development decisions, potential land-use locations, landscape strategies designating park 
locations...etc. Guidelines on this level are an important part of City Planning, formulating rules for the 
urban designer to plan residential clusters…etc. They result from the Intent and the Plan and must have 
implementation mechanisms.
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III. Urban Design* Guidelines:
“Urban Design Guidelines” are clear examples of the urban environment on a variety of scales, from the 
center of a large city to the focal area of a smaller district. Guidelines help a city enhance its urban life and 
character.
Urban Design Guidelines provide:
-A clear definition of urban design objectives, informing citizens, applicants of development proposals, and 
decision-makers.
-Control over new developments.
-A tool that designers can use to incorporate specific approaches and techniques in their plans that will 
achieve urban design objectives.
-A basis for uniform and consistent review of development proposals by the government and advisory 
commissions.
They address:
-The quality of the urban environment.
-Buildings- the walls that define urban space- and their relationships with each other in terms of height, 
proportion, solid and void, as well as architectural characters. In addition to building setbacks and build-to 
lines.
-Streetscapes: street grid, access and site circulation, parking structures and lots, pedestrian connections and 
public spaces.

* In its truest sense, “urban” most accurately describes those parts of our built environment that are discernibly different 
from their suburban and rural counterparts. It connotes denser arrangements of buildings characterized by overlapping 
patterns of use and activities, and clearly defined, humanly-scaled external spaces, where citizens can conduct their 
businesses, meet and mingle freely with others. These factors create a system of relationships that is larger and more 
comprehensive than the design of individual buildings, and which requires special consideration for best results. The 
organization of these various factors, including building design, landscape, open space, and transportation is referred to 
as “Urban Design”. Urban Design is intended to bring order, clarity and a pleasing harmony to the public realm of 
towns and cities. The public realm is best defined as the network of public spaces- streets, squares, plazas, parks and 
sidewalks- that comprise the connective tissue of spaces that citizens share in their daily lives. It is these public spaces 
that most clearly define a city. This character of public spaces is primarily formed by the arrangement and details of the 
elements that define them- the walls of buildings that enclose a public square, for example; or the storefronts along a 
commercial street; or the dwellings that line a residential avenue.

6

IV. Architectural Design Guidelines:
Guidelines on this level focus on the design of the building itself, providing criteria that involve setting 
types, characters and functions.

V. Landscape Design Guidelines:
Landscape design guidelines ensure the overall attractiveness of a development and increase design 
compatibility between different land uses. They play a significant role in preserving the natural environment 
and reinforce a sense of community, while preserving the integrity of different districts, granting them 
distinctive characters. They comprise hardscape (paving…), softscape (plantation…) and waterscape.

VI. Interior Design Guidelines:
Guidelines on this level deal with the interiors of buildings as regards to their designs and functions. Each 
individual building should have a general interior design vision that needs to be realized. Interior Design 
Guidelines help in achieving this vision, indicating general atmospheres, colour themes, material choices, 
textures and furniture trends.
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E. DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR URBAN SETTLEMENTS:

The scope of this research addresses Design Guidelines for Urban Settlements. Since the urban 
environment is made up of buildings, open spaces and circulation networks, therefore Design Guidelines 
for Urban Settlements comprise Urban Design Guidelines, which naturally tackle- in addition to pure 
Urban Design components- Architectural and Landscape Design elements. Subsequent explanations will 
refer to the term Urban Design Guidelines, based on an understanding that Architectural Design 
Guidelines and Landscape Design Guidelines are implicit within this wider umbrella.

Urban Design Guidelines are rules to help all sorts of designers in designing elements within the same 
desired spirit, character and use to create a comfortable, suitable and homogeneous urban environment 
within a certain vision. Abiding by large-scale site planning regulations, zoning ordinances and 
fundamental urban design objectives, Urban Design Guidelines are concerned with the control of visual 
pollution and setting out Design Criteria that deal with outward appearances of Urban Spaces/ City Spaces 
and the way they sustain themselves. It is also their role to make recommendations on the physical support 
for daily activities taking place in a certain area, such as living, working, shopping, moving about and 
enjoying leisure time. The pleasure and enjoyment, the stimulation or the frustration experienced in the 
pursuit of these activities directly affect a person’s feeling about the quality of his environment.

Thus, Urban Design Guidelines ensure the quality of the built environment and accordingly the quality of 
life. They are intended to present design rules and principles that encourage development, which promotes 
compatibility with the existing or desired character of an area and managing its urban transformations (i.e. 
allowing for transformations within urban spaces under the controls of design rules to sustain the area). 
They must consider the principles of sustainability: (social, economic and environmental issues).

Urban Design Guidelines must be clearly defined showing how complex they are, but they also must be 
illustrated as being very simple and easy for designers- inevitable for “good designers”. The main 
difference between superficial designers and real designers is that real designers need a problem as a basis.

“The validity of the traditional procedures of city planning, laying out streets and lots, grew from an 
understanding of the particular types that would be built there. The main planning controls in use today 
(zoning, infrastructure standards, minimum lot sizes and design guidelines) are only useful in creating 
coherent and legible urban environments if there is an associated typological structure. More recently, the 
movement in neo-traditional town planning, which started out with a clear typological component, has run 
aground on the issue of style. The most important lessons about type, density and the street have been 
obscured by an emphasis on nostalgic imagery. Most neo-traditional plans can be implemented only in 
large planned developments where a single owner controls private land development. Local regulation is 
needed to provide the same level of control on large zones with many owners. In growing suburban 
regions, the development of this regulation will need to grow from an understanding of the role of 
Typomorphology in producing a coherent environment”. (Scheer B and Scheer D. Typology and Urban Design 
Guidelines, preserving the city without dictating design).

Urban Design Guidelines are prepared for four kinds of developments:

1. Areas in planning process

2. Areas in development process (existing new urban settlements)

3. Areas already developed

4. Areas possessing clear typomorphological characteristics (typomorphological design guidelines)

7
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1. Areas in planning process: these are empty lands, which are already planned, or are in the process of 
planning, or will be planned in the future. In this case, Urban Design Guidelines generate from the planning 
process itself and are the basis for development, addressing development impacts.

E. DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR URBAN SETTLEMENTS
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Figure (03) Areas in the process of planning- new areas: Port 
Ghalib, Marsa Alam

Figure (04) Two pages from a Design Guidelines document

2. Areas in development process: (Existing New Urban Settlements) these are ones that already exist, 
but are still in the process of development (e.g. New Cairo City, Al Shorouk City…). They are settlements 
that have deteriorated during their growth (within the first ten years) and keep on deteriorating. In this case, 
suitable Urban Design Guidelines must be created and formulated. They are the basis for the following 
development. They also rearrange already developed areas, addressing development impacts.

Figure (05) Examples of areas in the development process-
Arabella Park Residential Compound, New Cairo City

Figure (06) Examples of areas in the 
development process - The master plan 
of New Cairo City to the west of 
greater Cairo urban agglomeration
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Figure (07) Examples of already developed districts within Cairo (satellite images of Cairo, 2000)
Heliopolis The downtown area (Wasat Al Balad) 

Figure (08) The planned architectural character of already developed districts within Cairo
Heliopolis The downtown area (Wasat Al Balad) 

3. Areas already developed: possessing very clear morphological characteristics and historical 
backgrounds (e.g. Wasat Al-Balad, Heliopolis, Maadi…), or modern such as Nasr City, Mohandeseen…
These are formal settlements, areas that have had master plans.

Since Design Guidelines are procedural rules, resulting from examining the anatomy of a certain already 
existing structure/ form, ultimately revealing the breakdown and definition of its basic constituents; 
therefore, Design Guidelines in this case are a result of the analysis of already existing morphological 
characters within the body of urban patterns and forms.

Urban Design Guidelines, in this case, control and sustain the urban development. It is very important that 
newly added buildings “fit” within the existing context, minimizing impacts on the surrounding 
environment. The plan should give better visual definition, generally outlining height restrictions and 
setbacks, for example. It should include a plan for the regeneration of older, blighted areas, and also give 
outlines for concerns of historic character and the preservation of historic fabric.
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4. Areas possessing clear typomorphological characteristics  (typomorphological design guidelines):

This type deals with the application of typomorphological analysis to the solution of a problem that besets 
many cities: urban deterioration and visual blight. What Town Officials usually have in mind for combating 
problems within their towns’ declining areas are the regulations of colours, signage, streetscape and the 
like. They tend to believe that the problem is only cosmetic and that a coordinated colour palette and a few 
street trees will cure all ills. In response to this, an idea is proposed suggesting that the problem is not only 
cosmetic, but that it is also a result of neglecting basic typological patterns, which once gave a town its 
underlying coherence. It is believed that guidelines aimed at restoring typological patterns, as well as 
addressing cosmetic controls are more effective in dealing with the problems of urban deterioration than 
just tackling cosmetic/ face-lifting controls. Guidelines aimed at restoring typological patterns have the 
additional benefit of permitting both the diversity of visual expression which lends a town its vitality and 
the flexibility needed to meet the changing demands placed on it. 

Definition of Type:
-A type is characterized by a certain morphological configuration governing its internal organization and its 
relationship to adjacent structures and spaces. (For example, how a house sits on its lot and how much 
space exists between adjacent houses)
-The elements of a given type usually have “global” functions associated with them such as circulation, 
entry, public space, private space and so on. Specific functions such as sales, learning, reading…etc. are not 
considered aspects of a type. A building designed for a specific use may change its function over time 
without undergoing a typological transformation.
-Types exist at a variety of scales. Individual buildings (even rooms) may belong to a type; so may streets, 
blocks and entire urban districts. The typologies found on the urban scale are of course much different than 
those found on the scale of an individual building.
-The typology at a given scale is partially determined by those at smaller scales which are present in the 
same environment. A given type of a two-family house, for example, tends to create certain street types 
which in turn tend to create certain block or district types.

-There may be critical scale relationships among the elements of a given type which must be respected. 
This is sometimes necessary if the exemplars (standards) of the type are to insert themselves properly in the 
typological hierarchy of their urban environment. For example, the proportion between the solid base of a 
storefront and the glass above it cannot vary too much from building to building if a street type requiring a 
row of such storefronts is to be created.

Thus, Urban Coherence depends on typological consistency defined in this way, as well as on the 
uniformity of architectural styles, signage, materials, colours and textures. The goal is to create a coherent 
physical environment capable of adapting to changing conditions. By basing design controls on typology as 
well, the result is a flexible and responsive system which respects the historical continuity of the city 
without embalming the architecture. Since Typology reflects the complex, organic relationships among 
such urban factors as economics, function and social structure, basing design controls on Typology as well 
tends to reflect ongoing processes of change and growth within the city.

In Developed Countries, this fourth type (Typomorphological Design Guidelines) is embedded within the 
above-mentioned types because urban design guidelines already exist naturally as part of the design review 
as a means to control the design of the built environment. This control takes the form of legislated 
guidelines or a design review procedure or both. 

E. DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR URBAN SETTLEMENTS

10
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Figure (09) Examples of areas and projects with clear typomorphological characteristics
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F. SETTING URBAN DESIGN GUIDELINES

F. SETTING URBAN DESIGN GUIDELINES

Setting Urban Design Guidelines is an essential part- as well as being a result- of the design process of the 
urban settlement. Figure (65) shows a diagram that illustrates the process of setting Urban Design 
Guidelines, which is explained in the following steps:

1. INTENT:
The Intent is the vision set for a specific urban design project for a specific area. It should be particular 
and subjective, addressing a certain case. The vision is the desired expression that illustrates the governing 
ambience, character and flair. It is the global statement- flexible and free- defining goals which the general 
criterion is meant to achieve. Therefore, it is necessary to clearly communicate all aspects of the intent, 
such as: aspired spirit, social life, activities, outward looks and appearances, colours, architectural and 
landscape characters, socio-economic aspects as well as environmental qualities… to mention only a few. 
In order to illustrate the above idea, following are examples of partial paragraphs and illustrations within an 
Intent that has been established for a resort community on the Red Sea coast of Egypt: “Port Ghalib Royal 
Compound”, Port Ghalib, Marsa Alam.
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Figure (10) Examples of partial paragraphs and illustrations within an Intent that has been established for a resort 
community on the Red Sea coast of Egypt: “Port Ghalib Royal Compound”, Port Ghalib, Marsa Alam.
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2. PLAN: (see figure (65): diagram showing the process of setting urban design guidelines)
The Urban Design Plan is the physical manifestation of the Intent. It is the urban design of a specific 
project on a specific site. Typology and Morphology are used as both analytical and design tools allowing 
for a very flexible plan, which responds to current requirements.
The Plan is made up of a clear strategy and drawings:
The strategy is the framework that establishes the desired aspects of development.
Drawings involve urban design layout, phasing plan, parcelisation plan, land-use plan, characters, 
typology, massing, volumes, spaces, landscaping, infrastructure…etc. The drawings illustrate and achieve 
design principles, which guide the qualitative and functional aspects.
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Figure (11) Master Plan
Extension of the “West Golf” Residential Area – New 
Cairo City (Competition)

Figure (12) Land-Use Plan

“An analytical method” must be extracted from the plan, based on which design guidelines will be 
formulated. This method is represented in the Plan Partitions, as follows:

Partition 1: LAND USES AND ACTIVITIES
This partition consists of the designation of all usage patterns for the whole master plan, this means for 
every land parcel and every public area. It also consists of setting activities and functions for all areas and 
spaces within the master plan. 
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Partition 2: PLACEMENT OF MASSES
This partition involves building setbacks, which determine the limits of the zone within which developers 
are allowed to place structures, for every plot and land parcel. It also deals with the exact positioning of 
significant structures throughout the whole project. 

Figure (13) Detail showing the placement of masses

Partition 3: FORMS OF MASSES
This partition determines the specific architectural character and atmosphere within the project, specifying 
building typologies and styles. It tackles issues that deal with building volumes, footprints, built-up areas 
and heights. It is also within this partition that the degree of interaction between the building and the 
surrounding urban environment is determined (i.e. building transparency and permeability). It is illustrated 
how façades are treated, what the general colours and materials are, what the degree of details is and any 
other specific articulations including entrances: their locations and how they are marked on the façades. 
The skyline is examined, taking into consideration special landmarks and significant sites. 
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Figure (14) Forms of masses and the prevailing atmosphere
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Partition 4: SPACES
This partition explains the atmospheres within spaces between masses. Masses enclose between them 
different forms of urban spaces, including vehicle streets, pedestrian pathways, bicycle lanes, parking lots, 
vistas, public parks…etc.  The qualities of the space are variable depending on its third dimension 
determinants: vertical planes of masses or plantations lining different areas. The walls of masses have been 
dealt with in the third partition, as for this partition, it comprises the general characters within spaces, 
specifying space typologies and functions. It also includes the surface characteristics of spaces: paving 
materials, textures, patterns and colours, as well as percentages of space surface uses. It is also within this 
partition that Parking schemes, Advertising, Lighting, Plantation, Waterscape, Street Furniture, Public art, 
Fences, Buffers and landmarks are specified.
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The plan must demonstrate the levels of standards of the intent, which contain sustainability* principles. 
Standards define the level of implementation of the plan, as well as the quality of urban pattern, preserving 
and enhancing those elements most responsible for creating the distinctive character of the area.

Standards are found within the scales of urban design:

* While the word sustainability defies absolute definition, it has commonly come to represent that which balances social, ecological, 
and economic imperatives. When we apply sustainable thinking to problems of urban design, these imperatives translate into the 
interrelated categories of ecological infrastructure, movement, social infrastructure and cost.

- PLOT: it is limited by ownership borders. 

Figure (15) Detail showing the treatment of spaces within urban communities

Figure (16) Plot abstraction
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- BLOCK/ PARCEL: they both have almost the 
same meaning. The block and the parcel are both 
limited by streets from all directions, and no 
streets are found within a block division or a 
parcel division. The block is denoted for high 
urban-density areas such as Wasat Al Balad, 
Heliopolis...; while the parcel is denoted for low 
urban-density areas such as new urban 
communities and resorts.

- DISTRICT: it consists of a set of blocks or a 
set of parcels. Mainly, its limits are determined 
according to administrative divisions.

- CITY/ SETTLEMENT: 
independent urban 
communities, with 
independent urban centers, 
consisting of sets of districts. 
In best cases, cities and 
settlements are defined and 
surrounded by ring roads.

Figure (17) Block / Parcel abstraction

Figure (18) District abstraction

Figure (19) City / Settlement abstraction
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3. DESIGN GUIDELINES: (see figure (65): diagram showing the process of setting urban design guidelines)

They are specific rules for the design of urban community physical forms. Guidelines are set out from 
the urban design plan and are firmly grounded in it. They are made to follow design principles and reflect 
design standards to help in the achievement of the intent. 
These Guidelines are formulated for “City Appearances” and for “Typomorphological Features of the 
City”. Design Guidelines are a basis for building regulations. Preparation of guidelines based on 
Typomorphology is a way of imbedding planning and urban design decisions within the context of the 
existing city in a systematic and flexible way. 
Guidelines are intended to assist architects, professional planners or developers to make more informed 
decisions when submitting or reviewing plans.
Urban Design Guidelines are organized first, according to the four scales of urban design, and 
second, according to the four plan partitions.
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They determine exactly where significant 
structures are positioned within the urban context 
of an area and where buildings are exactly situated 
on a piece of land within the above-indicated 
setback zone.

ii. Structure Positions

Setbacks determine the limits of the zone within 
which developers are allowed to place structures, 
for every plot and land parcel. Structures are 
forbidden outside those limits. 

i. Setbacks

1-C FORMS OF MASSES

This is the summation of floor areas within a 
building.

iii. Built-up area

This is the maximum allowable floor area of the 
buildings in relation to the total area. E.g. FAR 2.0 
means that the building floor area can be up to 
twice the area of the parcel. FAR= total built-up 
area / total land area.

ii. Floor-to-area ratio

The general architectural character, the 
atmosphere, social life, building types...etc. Types 
help define fundamental relationships between a 
building and its neighbours; how it sits on its site 
and how it relates to the street and the sidewalk. 
Buildings of different styles and uses can sit very 
comfortably side-by-side if they have certain 
elements in common. 

i. General character and building typology

iv. Building heights 

v. Roof shapes 

COMPONENTS OF URBAN DESIGN GUIDELINES:

1-B PLACEMENT OF MASSES

1. PLOT

1-A LAND USES AND ACTIVITIES
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How the building interacts with the surrounding 
urban environment. Is the building an “introvert”?
Does it allow people to pass through easily on its 
ground floor level? How much glass relative to the 
entire wall?

viii. Transparency and permeability

Skyline studies demonstrate building silhouettes: 
their “cutouts” from the sky. The skyline should be 
well-examined to provide variety and 
enhancements in significant spots.

vii. Skyline

This deals with massing and dimensions (the 
massing concept establishes the formation of 
building volumes, determining their locations and 
envelopes suited to the architectural style.

vi. Building bulks

Are entrances properly determined on the façade? 
How are they marked?

ix. Locations of entrances

How suitable are the materials to the environment?x. Façade materials and textures

Colours should have codes related to the different 
districts of a certain urban design project.

xi. Building Colours

Which parts of the façade need to be articulated? 
What is the level of detailing?

xii. Façade articulation/ façade details

Dominant horizontality or dominant verticality.xiii. Façade horizontal or vertical treatment

xiv. Solid-to void ratio

xv. Façade opening proportions, sizes, shapes

Shapes, styles, orientation and functions.xvi. Terraces and balconies

xvii. Ground-floor treatment

xviii. Corner articulation

Building signs, lights, house numbers…etc.xix. Building accessories

xx. Building shade structures
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1-D SPACES

xv. Fittings for handicapped

xiv. Landmarks

xiii. Fences, walls and buffers

xii. Public art

The theme according to which advertisement 
panels are distributed without causing visual 
pollution.

xi. Advertising

The lighting theme as regards to colours of lights, 
light intensities, light poles…

x. Lighting

Whether parking areas are on-site or on streets. If 
on-site, where are they located with respect to 
streets and buildings?

ix. Parking schemes

viii. Street furniture

Textures, patterns and colours.vii. Paving materials

vi. Waterscape

Types, forms and colours.v. Plantation

Walls defining the spaces may be the buildings 
that encircle them or any other three-dimensional 
defining elements… How high are these elements? 
What are their proportions with respect to spaces?

iv. Space profile

What is the percentage of pedestrian paths with 
respect to greenery? How much space is taken up 
by a cafeteria…? Percentages of all activities 
within the space are determined with respect to 
each other .

iii. Percentages of space surface uses

Ones found on the ground floors of buildings 
surrounding spaces; influencing and influenced by 
the atmosphere within the outdoor space.

ii. Ground-floor activities

The general atmosphere, social activities, types of 
spaces: vehicle roads, pedestrian walkways, vistas, 
parks...

i. General character and space typology
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2-C FORMS OF MASSES

Building shade structuresxx.

Building accessoriesxix.

Corner articulationxviii.

Ground-floor treatmentxvii.

Terraces and balconiesxvi.

Façade opening proportions, sizes, shapesxv.

Solid-to-void ratioxiv.

Façade horizontal or vertical treatmentxiii.

Façade articulation / façade detailsxii.

Building coloursxi.

Façade materials and texturesx.

Locations of entrancesix.

Transparency and permeabilityviii.

Skylinevii.

Roof shapesvi.

Building bulksv. 

Building heightsiv.

Built-up areaiii.

Floor-to-area ratioii.

General character and typologyi.

Structure positionsii.

Setbacksi.

2-D SPACES

Waterscapevi.

Plantationv. 

Space profileiv.

Percentages of space surface usesiii.

Ground-floor activitiesii.

General character and space typologyi.

2-A LAND USES AND ACTIVITIES

2-B PLACEMENT OF MASSES

2. BLOCK / PARCEL

20
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Fittings for handicappedxv.

Landmarksxiv.

Fences, walls and buffersxiii.

Public artxii.

Advertisingxi.

Lightingx.

Parking schemesix.

Street furnitureviii.

Paving materialsvii.

3-A LAND USES AND ACTIVITIES

3-B PLACEMENT OF MASSES

Structure positionsii.

Setbacksi.

3-C FORMS OF MASSES

Corner articulationxiii.

Ground-floor treatmentxii.

Façade horizontal or vertical treatmentxi.

Façade articulation / façade detailsx.

Building coloursix.

Façade materials and texturesviii.

Transparency and permeabilityvii.

Skylinevi.

Roof shapesv.

Building bulksiv. 

Building heightsiii.

Built-up areaii.

General character and typologyi.

3-D SPACES

Space profileiv.

Percentages of space surface usesiii.

Ground-floor activitiesii.

General character and space typologyi.

3. DISTRICT
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Plantationv.

Waterscapevi.

Fittings for handicappedxv.

Landmarksxiv.

Fences, walls and buffersxiii.

Public artxii.

Advertisingxi.

Lightingx.

Parking schemesix.

Street furnitureviii.

Paving materialsvii.

4-A LAND USES AND ACTIVITIES

4-B PLACEMENT OF MASSES

Structure positionsii.

Setbacksi.

4-C FORMS OF MASSES

Corner articulationxii.

Ground-floor treatmentxi.

Façade horizontal or vertical treatmentx.

Façade articulation / façade detailsix.

Building coloursviii.

Transparency and permeabilityvii.

Skylinevi.

Roof shapesv.

Building bulksiv. 

Building heightsiii.

Built-up areaii.

General character and typologyi.

4-D SPACES

Percentages of space surface usesiii.

Ground-floor activitiesii.

General character and space typologyi.

4. CITY / SETTLEMENT
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Space profileiv.

Plantationv.

Waterscapevi.

Fittings for handicappedxv.

Landmarksxiv.

Fences, walls and buffersxiii.

Public artxii.

Advertisingxi.

Lightingx.

Parking schemesix.

Street furnitureviii.

Paving materialsvii.

Illustrations explaining some design meanings which should be formulated within design guidelines:
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i. General character and 
space typology
ii.Ground-floor activities
iii.Percentages of space 
surface uses
iv.Space profile
v.Plantation
vi.Waterscape
vii.Paving materials
viii.Street furniture
ix.Parking schemes
x.Lighting
xi.Advertising
xii.Public art
xiii.Fences, walls and 
buffers
xiv.Landmarks
xv.Fittings for handicapped

i. General character and 
space typology
ii.Ground-floor activities
iii.Percentages of space 
surface uses
iv.Space profile
v.Plantation
vi.Waterscape
vii.Paving materials
viii.Street furniture
ix.Parking schemes
x.Lighting
xi.Advertising
xii.Public art
xiii.Fences, walls and 
buffers
xiv.Landmarks
xv.Fittings for handicapped

i. General character and 
space typology
ii.Ground-floor activities
iii.Percentages of space 
surface uses
iv.Space profile
v.Plantation
vi.Waterscape
vii.Paving materials
viii.Street furniture
ix.Parking schemes
x.Lighting
xi.Advertising
xii.Public art
xiii.Fences, walls and 
buffers
xiv.Landmarks
xv.Fittings for handicapped

i. General character and 
space typology

ii.Ground-floor activities
iii.Percentages of space 

surface uses
iv.Space profile
v.Plantation
vi.Waterscape
vii.Paving materials
viii.Street furniture
ix.Parking schemes
x.Lighting
xi.Advertising
xii.Public art
xiii.Fences, walls and 

buffers
xiv.Landmarks
xv.Fittings for handicapped

D. SPACES

i. General character and 
building typology
ii.Built-up area
iii.Building heights
iv.Roof shapes
v.Building bulks
vi.Skyline
vii.Transparency and 
permeability
viii.Building colours
ix.Façade articulation/ 
façade details
x.Façade horizontal or 
vertical treatment
xi.Ground-floor treatment
xii.Corner articulation

i. General character and 
building typology
ii.Built-up area
iii.Building heights
iv.Roof shapes
v.Building bulks
vi.Skyline
vii.Transparency and 
permeability
viii.Façade materials and 
textures
ix.Building colours
x.Façade articulation/ 
façade details
xi.Façade horizontal or 
vertical treatment
xii.Ground-floor treatment
xiii.Corner articulation

i. General character and 
building typology
ii.Floor-to-area ratio
iii.Built-up area
iv.Building heights
v.Roof shapes
vi.Building bulks
vii.Skyline
viii.Transparency and 
permeability
ix.Locations of entrances
x.Façade materials and 
textures
xi.Building colours
xii.Façade articulation/ 
façade details
xiii.Façade horizontal or 
vertical treatment
xiv.Solid-to-void ratio
xv.Façade opening 
proportions, sizes, shapes
xvi.Terraces and balconies
xvii.Ground-floor treatment
xviii.Corner articulation
xix.Building accessories
xx.Building shade 
structures

i. General character and 
building typology

ii.Floor-to-area ratio
iii.Built-up area
iv.Building heights
v.Roof shapes
vi.Building bulks
vii.Skyline
viii.Transparency and 

permeability
ix.Locations of entrances
x.Façade materials and 

textures
xi.Building colours
xii.Façade articulation/ 

façade details
xiii.Façade horizontal or 

vertical treatment
xiv.Solid-to-void ratio
xv.Façade opening 

proportions, sizes, shapes
xvi.Terraces and balconies
xvii.Ground-floor treatment
xviii.Corner articulation
xix.Building accessories
xx.Building shade 

structures

C. FORMS OF 
MASSES

i. Setbacks
ii.Structure positions

i. Setbacks
ii.Structure positions

i. Setbacks
ii.Structure positions

i. Setbacks
ii.Structure positions

B. 
PLACEMENT 
OF MASSES

i. Settlement land-uses
ii. Activities and functions 

within the settlement

i. District land-uses
ii. Activities and functions 

within the district

i. Block Land-uses
ii. Activities within the 

block

i. Plot Land-usesA. LAND-USES 
AND 
ACTIVITIES

INTENT

PLANStandards

DESIGN GUIDELINES

1. PLOT 4. CITY/SETTLEMENT3. DISTRICT2. BLOCK/PARCEL

a. Land-uses and activities

b. Placement of masses

c. Forms of masses

d. Spaces

Urban Design 
ScalesPlan 

Partitions

Figure (65) Diagram showing the 
process of setting urban design 
guidelines
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http://www.geocities.com
http://www.lgc.org/clc/
http://www.mankato.mn.us/urbandesign/chapter2/2.php3
http://ninecountiesonevision.org
http://www.plannersweb.com/wfiles/w157.html
http://www.raleigh-nc.org/planning/CP/UDG/UDG_final_draft.htm
http://www.sustainable-communities.agsci.ubc.ca/projects/DesignManual.html


